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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE SECURITY COUl'J'CIL
PURSUANT TO THE COUNCIL'S RESOLUTION OF 4 APRIL 1956 ON

THE PALEST.INE QUESTION

1. lJ:'he Security Council .Resolution, 4 April 1956

The terms of my mandate are set forth in the Security 'Jouncilr\'801ution of

4 April 1956 (S/3575) which makes reference to the resolutions of 30 March 1955

(S/3379), of 8 September 1955 (S/3435), and of 19 January 1956 (S/3535). Also of

basic importance is the resolution of 11 August 1949 (S/1367) which took note of

the C'oming into effect of the Armistice Agreements between the par'ties concerned

in the Palestine conflict and .reaffirmed tbe cease-fire order under Article 40 of

the Charter contained in the Securit;y Council's resolution of 15 July 19~.s (S/902).

The resolution of 11 August 1949 constitutes the legal basis for the functions of

the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization and the Chief of Staff in

relation to the cease-fire order. In pursuance of my mandate, I have tal~en

account of this l'esolution for the reasons and in tl:).e manner explained later in

this report.

The Security Council resolution of 4 April 1956 (S/3575) which set forth the

terms of my mandate is as follows:

liThe Security Council,

Recalling its resolutions of 30 March 1955, 8 Soptember 1955, and
19 January 1956,

Recalling that in each of these resolutions the Chief of Staff of
the Truce Supervision Organization and the parties to the General
Armistice Agreements concerned iV"ere ree;tuested by the Council to undertake
certain specific steps for the purpose of ensuring that the tensions
along the armistice lines should be reduced,

Noting with grave conc,ern that despite the efforts of the Chief of
Staff the proposed steps have not been carrJ.ed out,
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1. Oonsidersthat the situation now prevailing between the parties
concerning the enforcement of the Armistice Agreements and the compliance
given to the above-mentioned resolutions of the Council is such that its
continuance is likely to endanger themairltenance of international peace
and security;

2. Requests the Secretary~General to undertake, as a matter of
urgent concern, a survey of the various aspects of enforcement of and
compliance with the four General Armistice Agreements and the Council's
resolutions under reference;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to arrange with the parties for
the adoption of any measures which after discussion with the parties and
with the Chief of Staff he considers would reduce eXisting tensions along
the Armistice Demarcation Lines, including the folloWing points:

(a ) Withdrawal of their forces from the Armistice Demarcation
Lines;

(b) Full freedom of movement for observers along the Armistice
Demarcation Lines and in the Demilitarized Zones and in the Defensive
Areas;

(c) Establishment of local arrangements for the prevention of
incidents and the prompt detection of any violations of the Armistice
Agreements;

4. Calls upon the parties to the General Armistice Agreements to
co-operate with the Secretary-General in the implementation of this
resolution.:

5. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council in his
discretion but not later than one month from this date on the implementation
given to this resolution in order to assist the Council in considering what
further action may be required."

The resolution of 30 March 1955 (S/3379) requested the Chief of Staff to

continue his consultations with the Governments of Egypt and Israel with the view

to introduction of practical measures to preserve security in the area of the

Armistice Demarcation Line between Egypt and Israel. It also called upon the

Governments of Egypt and Israel to co-operate with the Chief of Staff with regard

to his proposals) bearing in mind that in the opinion of the Chief of Staff)

infiltration could be reduced to an occasional nuisance if the Agrp.ement were

effected between the parties along the lines he had proposed.
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In its resolution of 8 September' 1955 (s/3435), the Security Council called

upon bO'bh parties to the Egypt -Israel General Armistice Agreement to take all

necessary steps to bring about order and tranCluillity and, in particular, to

desist from further acts of violence. It endorsed tbe vj.,ew of the Chief of Staff

that the armed forces of both parties should be c~.early and effectively separated

by measures such as those which he had proposed. It declared th~G freedom of

movement must be afforded \~o United Nations observe~s in the area to enable them

to fulfil their functions. It called upon both parties to appoint representatives

to meet with 'bhe Chief of Staff and to co-opero:l;e fUlly with him to "\ese ends

and it reCluested the Chief of Staff to repol't to the Security Council on the

action taken to carry out the resolution.

In its resolution of 19 January 1956 (S/3538), the Security Council called

upon the Government of Israel to comply in future with 'its obligations under the

cease-fire prOVisions of the resolution of 15 July 1948 under the terms of the

General Armistice Agreement between Israel Etnd Syria and under the. Oharter. It

called upon both parties to the General Armistice Agreement between Israel and

Syria to comply with the obligation,s under Article V oftp.e General Armistice

Agreement, to respect the Armistice Demarcation Line ar..d. the Demi.litarized Zone

defined therein. It also reCluestedthe Chief of .staff to pursue his suggestions

for improving the situation in the area of Lake Tiberias without prejudice to .the

rights, claims and positions of the parties and to report to the Council as

appropriate on the S1.J.ccess of his efforts. It called upon the parties to arrange

with the Chief of Staff for an immediate exchange of all military prisoners and

also called upon them to co-operate with the Chief of Staff in this and all other

respects to carry out the pr~'Tisions 01: the General Armistice Agreement in good

faith, and in particular to make full use of the Mixed Armistice Commission's

machinery in the interpretation and application of its p:covisions.

In its resolution of 11 August 1949 (S/1367), the Security Council took note

with satisfaction of the conclusion of the Armistice Agreements between the

parties to the Palestine conflict. While finding that the Armistice Agreements

constitute an important step toward .the establishment of perma:w.ent peace in,
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Palestine, the Security Oouncil at the same time reaffirmed, pending the final

peace sE~ttlement, "the order contained in its resolution of ,15 J'uly 1958 to the

Governments and authorUies concerned pursuant to Article 40 of the United Nations

Oharter to observe an unconditional cease -fire 11. It also requested the Secretary

General "to arrange for the continued service of such of the personnel of the

present Truce Supervision Organization as may be required in observing and

maintaining the cease-fire; and as may be necessary in assisting the parties to

the Armistice Agreements in the supervision of the 8pplication and observance of

the terms of those Agreements". It further requested the Ohief of Staff of the

Truce Supervision Organization to report to the Security Oouncil on the observance

of the cease-fire in Palestine.

Notes on previous compliance With the Security Oouncil resolutions of

30 March 1955, 8 September 1955 and 19 January 1956 are annexed 'bo this report

(Annex VIII).

11. General 0bservations

In the Security Oouncil resolution of 4, April 1956, the first operative

paragraph requests the Secretary-General to undertake, afil a matter of urgent

concern, a survey of the various aspects of enforcement of and compliance with

the four General Armistice Agreements and the Oouncil's resolutions under

reference in the resolution. In the fourth operative paragraph, the Secretary

Gener~l is further requested to repor.t to the Council on the implementation given

to the resolution.

In fulfilment of the Security Council request, I have, during visits to the

countries concerned: ·from 10 April to ") May 1956, explored the current situati.on.

In a letter to the President of the Security Council, 2 May 1956 (S/3594), I have

given an interim report, mainly explaining how I have interpreted the acope and

aim of the resolution of 4 April 1956 and hmr I have approached my task.

My talks with the Governments concerned have, without exception, been

conducted on the basis of agreement that their purpose was to explore the fir.

possibility to re-establish full implementation of the Armistice Agreements. It

should follow that the cause for the present state of non-compliance is not to

be foun,d in an unwillingness on the sid.e of the Governments to carry out their

obligations under the various Agreements.
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The disquieting situation which prevailed when the Security Council passed
its resolution, and which was characterized b"r.widespr~ad non-ccmpliance with the
stipulations of the Agreements, both by standing departures from the agx'eedrules
and by temporary infringements of those ~ules, is in the first place explained
by political and practical circumstances. Howeve:r', uncertainty as to the scope
of the obligations has also played a part.

The development in the area which, step by step, has led to the situation
prevailing until now, has in its political and practical aspects often been
considered by the Council. There is no. reason here to recapitulate the various
stages or incidents in the history. However, attention should be dra.wn to seme
circumstances, without which this development cannot be fully understood.

The Demarcation Lines established by the Armistice Agreements were based
on the eXisting Truce Lines. They had, in many cases, no basis in history or in
the distribution of population or private property. They had to be observed in
a situation of great politi,cal tension, coloured b;y the memories of eonflict.
When in such a situation people from tt.e two sides of the Demarcation Lines,
whether civilians or military, were brought in close contact, frictions had to
be foreseen. As incidents continued and their frequency increased this, together
with the strained political atmosphere, tended to give the individual occurrences
wider implications than certainly in most cases were justified. The development
led to explosions, sometimes of great bitterness and causing great SUffering.
Thus, a chain of actions and reactions was created which, unless broken) is bound
finally to constitute a threat to peace and security.

The development could have taken another turn, if the Government and
citizens of one country had felt able to as.sume that transgressors from the
other country against the provisions of the Armistice Agreement had acted without
any instiga~ion or approval by the authorities and thBt the authorities had taken
activecoun'ter -measures, including appr0priate punishment for transgressions.
No reason would then have existed for acts of reprisal which, by the country
taking aetion j might be considered as acts in self-defence: instead, a. complaint
to the other party would have been the natural outlet for reactions.
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This last pattern is obviously the new state of affairs towards which any

C?ffort to re ·"establish the Armistice Agreements to full and integral implementation

mu~t aim. The target can be reached on two conditions~ the firs~ one being the

re -establishment, as a starting 'point for a new development, of full compliance

with the Armistice Agreements; the second being efforts tOvTards an improvement of

the general political relations between the parties concerned and,thereby, the

creation of a spirit of less distrust. In both these respects, the United Nations

has a contribution to make, not only at the initial stage but also by the

continued dssistance it can rE:nder to Member Governments in order to facilitate

compliance with the relevant rules and in putting prevailing general conflicts

under thedis.cipline of the Armistice Agreements and the Uuited Nations Charter.

I have already indicated that some uncertainty concerning the scope of the

obligations of the Armistice Agreements, in my View, has served to contribute to

tpe unfortunate development. 1 consider it esserrcial that in the present effort

of the Security Council this uncertainty be, to all possible extent, eliminated.

It has therefore formed a necessary part of my study.

As a matter of course, each party considers its compliance with the

stipulations of an Armistice Agreement as conditioned by ccrnpliance of t'te

other party to the Agreement. Should such a stand be given the interpretation

that anyone infringement of t.he provisions of the Agreement by one party

,justifies reactions by the other party which, ;i.n their turn, are breaches of the

Armistice Agreement, without any limitation as to 'the field within which

reciprocity is c.onsideredto prevail, it would in fact mean that the armistice

regime could be nullified by a single infringement by one of the parties.

Although such an interpretation has never been given ;from responsible quarters,

it appears to me that a lack of clarity has prevailed. From no side has it been

said that a breaGh of an Armistice Agreement, to whatever clause it may refer j

gives the other party a free hand concerning the Agreement as a. Whole, but a

tendency to regard the Agreements, includin~ the Qease~fire clauses, as entities

may explain a feeling that in fact, due.to infringements of this or that clause,

the obligations are no longer in a strict sense fully binding, and specifically

that a breach of one of the clauses, other than the cease -fire clause, ma;y' justify

action in contravention of that clause.

-----------'·-....-_lUIe .,_
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Obviously, therefore, the Cluestj.on of reciprQcity must be given serious

consideration and full clarity sought. The point of greatest significance in

this context is: to what extent can an infringement of one or several of the

other clauses of an Armistice Agreement by one party be considered as errbitling

the other party to act against the cease -fire clause \'1hich is to be found in all

the A~mistice Agreements and which, in the Egypt-Israel Armlstice Agreement,

reads as follows:~

"No element of the land, sea or air military or para-military forces
of either Party, including non-regular forces, shall commit any warlike
or hostile act against the military or pare-military forces of the other
Party, or .against civilians in territory under the control of that Party;
or shall advance beyond or pass over for a.ny purpose whatsoever the
Armistice Demarcation Line set forth in Article VI of this Agreement
except as provided in Article III of this Agreement; and elsewhere shall
not violate the international frontier; or enter into or pass through
the air space of the other Party or through the waters within three miles
of the coastline of the other Party. 11

The very logic of the Armistice Agreements shows that infringements of. other

Articles cannot serve as a. justification for an infringement of the cease-fire

Article. If that were not recognized" it would mean that anyone of such

infringements might not only n:uJ.lify the armistice regime, but in fact) put in

jeopardy the cease-fire itself. ]'or that :ceason alone, it is clear that

compliance with the fJaid Article can be condi.tioned. only by similar compliance

of the othE:ir paJ;ty.

The stand that the cease-fire Article cah be cond:;.tioned only by reciprocity

so far as it concerns the implementation of the same Article and that, thus,

the cease-fire is a stipulation in the Agreement independent of the other

Articles, is supported by the fact that it restates an obligation on all Members

of the United Nations whose :gosition in this respect can in no way have been

changed by the Armistice Agreement; that, fur'bher, the Article only states,

though in more clear terms, the reaffirmation by the Security Council, in its

?:./ Article H, 2, in the Egypt-Israel General Armistice Agreement, and
ArUclc'. IH, 2, in the Jordan··Israel, Lebanon-Israel and Syria-Israel
General Armistice Agreements.
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resolution of 11 August 1949, of the order conta:i.ned :i.n its resolution of

15 July 19~.a to the Governments and autho:rities concerned to observe an

unconditional cease-fire; and, finaJ_y, that in the Val~ious Agreements the said

stipUlation is eliminated from the field where the Agreements can be ohanged

by mutual consent.

It should be stressed that the Security OOuIlcil's reaffirmation of the

cease-fire order in the resolution of 11 August 1949, followed the "noting" by

the Sectlrity Oouncil, in the same resolution, .of the conclusion of the several

Armistice Agreements and thus co-exists with the Armistice Agreements; from this

it follO'l'i'S that even if it were not to be recognized that the said clause has an

independent status in the Armistice Agreements and cannot ~e conditioned by

recipl~ocity as concerns compliance with other clauses, the parties to 'I:;he

Agreements, in accordance with the Security Council decision of 11 August 1949,

would nevertheless be under the substantive obligation contained in that olause.

As reported already in my letter to the President of the Security Oouncil,

2Mo.y 1956 (S/359)+), I have, in my contacts ,'i'ith the Governments concerned, asl~ed

them for their assurance that they will observe the obligations under tbB said

clause unconditionally', provid.ed the other party complies with that same clause,

reserving only their' right to self-defence under Article 51 of the Oharter. The

messages exchanged as a result Of this initiative. have, in the case of the

Armistice Agreement between Egypt and Israel, already been circulated as

Security Council documents (S/3584). The messages exchanged concerning the other

three Armistice Agreements will be anne~ed to this report. I refer to the next

section for my observations on the result achieved.

With an agreement with all part,ies that the target for the present effort

should l:Je general and. full compliance .with the Armj.stice Agreements in their

entirety, and with, further, the acceptance of the cease-fire clauses as

establishing independent obligations within the framework of the various J.....
Ae;re<::.1TIcnts, a basis was laid for a study of hOI'1 best to arrange for a balanced

return to the full implementation of other clauses, and - through that process

and thereafter - how best to protect compliance. Later in this report, I shall

revert to the specific pro~lems to which consideration of these two q.uestions gives
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rise. In this introductory part I wish, however, first to treat two other

subjects of general significance.

In the Security Council resolution of 11 August 1949, to which reference

has already been made, the Security Council requested the SeCJ:'etary ..General to

arrange for the continued service of such of the personnel of the then already

established Truce Supervision Organization, as might be required in observing ,

and maintaining the cease-fire, and as might be necessary in assisting the

parties to the Armistice Agreements in the supervision of the application and

observance of the terms of those Agreements.

This decision of the Security Council, in the resolution in which the

Council took note of the Armistice Agreements, establishes the Truce Supervision

Organization 2 M having a position independent of the Armistice Agreements, with

the positive task of helping in continued observation and. maintenance of the

cease"fire. At the same time, however, the observers of tue Truce Supervision

Organization are requested to s~rve the Mixed Armistice Commissions as provided

in the Armistice Agreemp.nts.

In the later development, some confusion has arisen concerning both the

status of the Truce Supervision Organization and its functions. A tendency has

emerged to regard the United Nations observers, serving in that Organization,

merely as impartial investigators charged with the task of presenting the Mixed

Armistice Commissions pith reports on facts, in cases in which complaints had

been made to t.he Cornrniss.ions. This tendency obviously represents a departure

from the legal stand taken by the Security Council in two respects. It

subordinates the Truce Supervision Organization exclusively to the Mixed

Armistice Commissions, and it limits, or eliminates, the function which the

obse:r:vers "should fulfil. in protecting, together with the authorities concel"ned,

compliance with the cease ..fire clauses of the Armistice Agreements by the

prevention of incidents.

The question has been studied with all the Governments concerned. As a

!':lsult, they'have all stated that, on the basis of the General Armistice

Ag:"'eements and the Security Council resolution of 11 August 1949, it is their

intention to consider favourably proposals by the Chief of Staff of the UNTSO

concerning the activities of the observers aiming at facilitating compliance with

t~e General Armistice Agreements.
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This stand, Which recognizes the observer organization as, in its essential

functions in relation to the cease-fire, based on the resolution of the Security

Council of 11 August 1949 and which premises full co-operation with the

organization in its positive and preventive task of facilit~ting compliance,

should render possible such freedom of action and movement for thedbservers as

Ues, in my view, within the terms of the General Armistice l\greements and

Security Council decisions. It is my opi.nion that, given the good Will of the

parties, this fl.'eedom should prove 8uf'fic.ient for the propel" functioninB of the

Truce Supervision Organization.

In specific cases and for specifiC'. regions, concrete and det.ailed

arrangements must supplemextG the genert\l st.atements just referred to. Such

arrangements have been agreed upon with the Governments concerned. Ar, account

of the SUbstance of those agreements will be given late):' in this report.

The Security Council, in its resolution of i+ April 1956, referring to

special arrangements for easing the tension along the Demarcation Lines,

mentioned not only "freedom of movement" for observers along the Demarcation

Lines, in the Demilitarized Zone and in the Defensive Areas, but also "local

arrangements 11 and I'withdrawal of troops I1 from tl1e .Armistj.ce Demarcation Lines.

A withdrawal of troops, to the extent that it would not follow from

compliance with explicit stipulations in the Arrr1l.stice Agreements, may serve a

useful purpose in special sectors along the Demarcation Lines, .and from that

viewpoint represents a special type of local arrangement. It has been agreed

with the Governments concerned that they will favourably consider proposals by

the Chief of Staff of the UNTSO for loc~ arrangements - including separation of

forces - where and when he considers such arrangements to be called for.

The framework for various kinds of local arrangements established already

by preVious proposals from the Chief of Staff and decisions in the Security

Council, has been discussed. Apart from a local separation of the parties'

forces in the field, it covers the following possible measures:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) Joint Patrols.

'1lhe Governments concerned have declared that they havE no objection in

principle to any of these measu':,es, reserving their right for a final decision

if' and. 'I'7hen concrete proposals in case of need are made by the Chief of Staff.

III. The Cease-Fire

As appears from documents already circulated, the Governments of Egypt and

Israel gave unconditional assurances to obse)~ve a cease-fire - under the terms

of Article II, faragraph 2 of the Egypt~Israel General Armistice Agreement, with

a reserve only as to self-defence - at a stage 'I'lhen these assurances gave a basi.s

f01" strict orders 'I'7hich served to relieve the situation along the Gaza Armistice

Demarcation Line. The orders - of'l'7hich I "i'las notified 18 April 1956- were not

limited to that specific situation or any specific area.' Nor were they qualified

either by reque,sts for compliance by the other party "ivith any other clauses of

the Armistice Agreement, or by requests for certain measures by the other party

based on the Agreements or for complian~e with resolutions of the General Assembly

or the Security COlmcil, related to the Agreement.

In negotiating .with the Governments party to the General Armistice Agreements

between Jordan and Israel, Lebanon and Israel anq Syria and Israel, I have

presented the reasons fora separate treatment of the cease-fire clause given in

the preVious section of this report, and requested the Governments for

unconditional aSSU1"anCeS, identical tot\1e one giverl by Egypt.

At the end of my conversations "ivith the 'Government of Jordan, in Amman,

Mr.. Samir Rifai, Prime Minister ofJorda~, 26 April 1956, agreed on behalf of the

Government of Jordan to the requested assurance, as "ivell as on several other
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points raised by me, sUbject to confirmation after l"eport to the appropria'(je

authorities. I received such confirmation by letter, dated 29 April. The letter

from Mr. Rifai and my reply are annexed to this report (Annex I).

At the end of my conversations in Beirut, Mr. Lahoud, Foreign Minister of

the Lebanon, 27 April 1956, gave me orallY, on behalf of the Lebanese Gover~ment,

the requested assurance, to be put formally on record in a letter to me. I

rea8ived, by letter dated 1 May, an official declaration from the Government of

Lebanon "I'1hich is annexed to this report together iVith a covering letter and a

lettel" "I'7ith general observations. The declara'Uon gives the requested

unconditional assurance, with the reserve for aelf-defence common to all the

assurances. It is annexed to this 1eport (Annex IT) together with the tiVO other

letter'S mentioned, and my own reply.

Finally, at a meeting in Da.mascus ivith representatives of the Government

of Syria, under the chairmanship of Mr. Ghazzi, Prime Minister of Syria, I

received 2 May the requested assurance from the Government, together with a

cov:::ring letter indicating the framev70rk within "Ivhich tlle action "I'1astaken.

The declaration, the covering letter and my reply are a.nnexed to this rnport

(Annex III).

FrGm the Government of Israel I received the required cease-fire assurances

relating to the Armistice Agreements betiveen Israel, OIl the one side, and Jordan,

Lebanon and Syria on the other side, by letters 26 April 1956. The assurances

wet'e, after receipt of the replies from the three last-mentioned nation,s,

repeated in a letter 3 May 1956. This letter and my reply are annexed to the

report (Annex IV).

In my contacts with the Governments I made it clear that the giving of an

unconditiOl1al assurartce could not be subject, to arty condition "Ivithout

cont)~adiction of the very declaration itself. As '(jhe declaration is the legally

decisive document, no conditions for compliance v71th the assurance can be

est8~lished or recognized, which are not covered by the text of the assurance.
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The assurances, given to me as representative of the Security Oouncil by

the several Me~ber states concerned, are all given within the general framework

of the Oharter. I have obViously considered compliance wi'ch the prOVisions of

the Oharter as abasia assumption for the discussion which did not need any

explicit confirmation. The immediate relation bet'veen the assurances and the

Charter is established by the. reAerve for self-defence to be found in all the

aS8urances. This reserve :ts the only restriction on the unconditional nuture of

the assurances put by the text of the declarations and, therefore, the only link

through which compliance witll the various articles of the Charter can constitute

a condition for the validity of the cease,·fire assurances. In other "Vrords} a

party 'which has given an l1TIconditional assurance to observe the cease-fire

clause, with reserve only as to self-defence under the Charter, is covered by

its reserve for self-defence in cases of non-compliance by the other party with

its obligations under the Charter, or under the Armistice Agreement, only if. and

when such non-compliance is found to be a reason for the exertion of the right of

self-defence as recognized in Article 51 of the Ohar-ter. The Security Council

alone can decide Whether this is the case or not. The reserve for self-defence

in the several cease-fire assurances and the significance it may give to compliance

with the Charter, other olauses in the Armistice Agreement or relevant Security

Oouncil decisions, is thus under the sole jurisd'"1ction of the Security Council,

in accordance with the rules established.

In this context the question has been raised what .the situation would be in

case of different views between the parties as to the interpretation, or the

validity, of the legal obligations established in the Oharter, ip the Armistice

Agreements and by Security Oouncil resolutiOns referring thereto. I have no reason

here to go into this question as regards the Oharter. I hold that an assurance to

ccmply with the various clauses of the Armistice Agreement implies also an

assurance to comply with the results of such authoritative interpretation of the

clauses of the Armistice Agreement as may be given under International Law', the
\

Oharter or the provisions of the Agreements; Finally, I have stated that the,

Security-Council alone, in cases of doubt, can. interpret its cwn resoluticns.
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The messages 0.xchanged concerning the cease-fire, together 'vith the con:lllents

given here, Should fully clarify the legal situation which has resulted from my

request to all the Governments concerned to give, unconditionally, cease-fire

assurances, 'vith a reserve only for self-defence.

In general terms I have descri"bed the legal character of the cease-fire I

have been aiming at in the interim report, circulated to the Security Council on

2 May 1956 (S/3594). It remains for me to give my comments on where, in my view,

we now stand in subs'bance., In doing s') I will not a.ttempt any evaluation. Such

an'" evaluation, if made, would have to take into account not only the effect of the

cease-fire on current developments but also the significance of the cease-fire as

a newly established ·firm point in the discipline under which these developments

should "be "brought. This significance of the cease-fire, which is to be found on the

level of principle and law, cannot be judged solely - or even primarily - in terms

of its immediate influence on the situation in the field.

I have had to accept reserves for self-defence, which, according to the

Charter, Article 51, is an "inherent right". However, such a reserve is

necessarily of an indeterminate nature. As already indicated, its meaning in a

concrete situation can be determined only by the Security Council as established in

the Charter.

The limit set to the effect of the cease-fire assurances by the reserve for

self-defence, should, in my vi e\'T , be so unders'bood as not to 11ring the reserve in

conflict with the substance of the cease-fire assurances themselves. In my replies

to the Governments I have thus taken the stand that the reserve could not derogate

from the obligations assumed under Article II, paragraph 2, in the Armistice.
Agreement between Egypt and Israel, or in Article Ill, paragraph 2, in the other

Armistice Agreements.

This qualification also gj,ves rise to questions which it is difficult to

answer in hypothetical cases. However, my interpretation makes it clear that the

reserve for self-defence does not permit acts of retaliation, which repea'cedly have

been condemned "by the Security Council.

More important than the legal uncertainties is the dependence of the

cease-fire arrangement on the general situation. Strains may develop which put the

arrangement to a test for IThich the re-established legal obligations prove too

------ - --- ---
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i'leal~. It is first of all a question of the general atmosphere in 'I'Ihich the

ceasEHf'ire is implemented. With fears .of attacl~ 'I~Tidely spread among the peoples,

even developments without any direct political significance may be so interpreted

or release such reactions as to break through the safeguards introduced.. I need

not go :tnto the question 'I'Ihich actions and events may have such E\.rl effect; they

are well Imown from previous developments in the region.. Anything which gives the

other party a feeling that it is expo/3ed to :tncreased risl~s, way represent a threat

to the cease-fire, and any single :;'.~Jcident, whatever its bacl,ground, may, in a

situation 'I'Ihich is still far from stable, have the same effect.

I shall, in the next section, discuss the question of crossings of the

Demarcation Line and acts of violence in connexion therewith. In this context I

have only to draw attention to the risk they represent, as well as to the well

kn~'In fact that the situation prevailing along some parts of the Demarcation Lines

is such, that even with active measures to prevent incidents, they still may

happen. It is for that reason that the Governmenta concerned should do all they

can to keep the situation under such control as to minimize or eliminate the risk

of further incidents. But it .is also for the Governments, for the pUblic, and

for 'I'Iorld opinion, to avoid giving such interpretation to incidents as, without

justification, would weaken faith in the cease-fire or discredit the good will of

the other party.

IV. The Q;l1estion of General Compliance

I have already stated that the tall~s with the Governwents concerned, without

exception, were conducted on the basis of anagrp.ement that their purpose was to

explore the possibility of re-establishing full implementation of the Armistice

Agreements. I have.~ from all Governments, Et.ssurances of: their will fully +:,0 comply

with all clauses of the Armistice Agreements, on the basis of reciprocity, but

recognizing the independent position of the cease-fire clause.

It has been made clear that the special assurances given concerning compliance

with the ceaoe~fire clauses in no way derogate from the obligation to comply with

the other clauses of the Armistice Agreements. This obvious fact is of special

significance in the case of clauses, to be found in several but not all of the
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Armistice Agreements, which widen the scope of the cease~f}re clauses to cover

also occurl,"ences related to but not explicitly covered by those clauses.

The general assurance about the vlill fully to comply with the Armistice

AgreemeYlts has been specifically covered in the contacts with the Governments of

Israel and Egypt, who both have put on record their readiness to observe not only

Article rI, paragraph 2, but the Armistice Agreement in its entirety an~, apart

from parl;\graph 2 of Article II, regarded as an entity.

In its declaration that it sees the entire Agreement, with the exception of

Article II, paragraph 2, as an entity, the Government of Israel has stated that

w:i.thout observance of .Article I of the Agreement they cannot aclmoirledge that the

Armistice Agreement is observed and that the principle of. reciprocity has been

maintained.

While regarding the Armistice Agreement in the sense indicated as an entity,

covered by a general assurance of compliance, the Governments of Israel and Egypt

have given .me specific assurances on two points withip the frameiwrk of the

Armistice Agreement between the tiro countries. In doing so I understand them not

to have vrished to give 'bhese points an independent status similar or equal to the

one recognized for the cease·fire clause. The purpose has been to re-enforce the

general a$surance of compliance on points of high importance.

The first point covers cases of crossings of the Demarcation Line and acts

of violence in connexion therewith. The second point refers to the state of

standing non-compliance frOlI! both sides, which is to be found in the so-called

El Auja area and the defensive areas, the status of which is estaolished by

Articles VII and VIII. of the Armistice Agreement. I will revert to this second

point in the next section, but iris.h here to cover the first one.

The develor:ment of the cease-fire has drawn attention to the necessity of

active measures against all CrOSSil:Jgs of the Demarcation Line and acts of violence

in connexion thereirith. If Dot covered by Article II, paragraph 2, crossings of

the Line are prohibited in consequence of Article V, paragraph 4, which reads as

follows:

IlRules and regUlations of the armed forces of the' parties which
prohibit civilians from crossing the fighting lines or entering the area
between the lines, shall remain in effect after the signing of this
Agreement with application to the Armistice Demarcation Line defined in
Article VIII.
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Uncertainty may be felt concerning the exact limits for the application of

Article II, paragraph 2, and for the application of' Article V, paragraph 4. This

uncertainty ~epresents a weakness in the sense that it may be held that cases of

the Idnd I have in mind are not always unequivocally covered bytJ;1.e clauses of the

Armistice Agreement, or, specifically, by Article II, paragraph 2. Without ra,ising

the legal issues involved I have, under these .circumstances, considE::red it

essential to get assurances concerning certa.in measures essential for the support

of the cease-fire.

I have, thus, felt that a request should be addressed to the parties for

active measures against occurrences '~1ich, although they may perhaps not be

regarded as in contravention of Article II, paragraph 2, nevertheless must be

considered as being in contravention of the spirit of the cease-fire assurance if

the Government concerned has omitted to take appropriate active steps to prevent

them.

In reply to my requests, I have received assurances to the said effect from

the Governments of Egypt and Israel. I consider that the attitudes of the t,·,

G\lvernments, as clarified through these assurances, provide a basis for the

necessary support of the cease-fire by prevention to all possible extent of

occurrences at the Demarcation Lines whi ....h might endanger it.

I understand the assurances referl '. to as extending the moral obligations

under the cease-fire assurances, if need be, beyond the legal scope of Article II,

paragraph 2, in the sense that they involve a recognition of the obligation to take

active measures against 8.11 crossings of the Demarcation Line and acts of violence

in connexion therewith, irrespective of the. interpretation given to the explicit

provisions of Article II, paragraph 2.

The problem to which, in the case of the Egypt-Israel Armistice Agreement, I

have tried to find a solution in the way just indicated may in the other Armistice

Agreements be consic1ered as covered by Article III., paragraph 3. Dur.ing my

discussions in Amman special attention was given to the implementation of this

paragraph. I 'was assured by the Government of Jordan of its intention to enforce

active meusures to prevent all crossings of the Demarcation Line and actions of

violence connected therewith.
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The time sequence between various steps in the direction .of full compliance

'Ivith the Armi.stice Agreements has been carefully studied-and the main questions

arising discussed with the Governments. This problem cannot be solved by any

explicit agreeme.nts with any t'\vo parties because it is essentially a question of

co-ordinated unilateral moves inspired by greater confidence in the possibilit:y of

a peaceful development, each of .them pro'V'ol~ed by and, .maybe, provoking similar

unilateral moves on the other side. Under these circumstances I find it impossible

to put on record any specific results of the discussions to 'I'7hich I have referred..

Once the cease-fire has proved effective, and as the stands of all sides have been

clarified, the road should be open for the achievement of full implementation by

related unilateral moves.

It may be felt that I should give, in this report, a survey of the various

temporary infringements of the several clauses of the Armistice Agreements which

have occured, as well as of standing cases of non-compliance. I refrain from

doing so, although the field has been fully reviewed. In the first place most of

the cases of temporary infringements are now brought into a new perspective by the

cease-fire arrangements and related settlements; the main cases of real or presumed

standing non-compliance are brought to the attention of the Security Council in

parts V and VII of this report. Another reason for not giving a summary of the

state of affairs which prevailed wrlen the Security Council passed its resolution

4 April 1956, or of later infringements, is that this could be done by me only to

a most limited extent without raising qu.estions which are .under the jurisdiction of

other United Nations organs or organs established by the Armistice Agreements. A

final reason I find in my view that this is the occasion, not f~r a recapitulation

of past failures, but for a constructive forward )_ook from the vantage point reached.

In my letter to the President of 2 May I indicate that I have given

consideration to procedural questions arising at a study of the possibilities to
. ,(

support full compliance with the Armistice AgreemeJ;:rts;' ..."",....

There is not in all cases an adequate functioning machinery for resolving

disputes concerning the interpretation, or implementation, of the obligations

assumed by the parties under the Agreements. Obviously an assurance to comply

with the Armistice Agreements has little practical bearing on the situation to

the extent that any party can reserve for itself the right to give to the.
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obligations its o,vninterpretation, which may be different from the one which in

good faith is mainta.ined. by the other party.

A further weakness is that no procedure has been established for the handling

of conflicts covered by the genera:l;. clauses in the Armistice Agreements. For

excSt!.!.Ae, the first Article of the several Agreements establishes a right to

security and freedom .from fear of attack. The parties have in many cases

complained of actions from the other side as being ~n conflict with this

stipulation. Were diplomatic relations maintained, such complaints would

undoubtedly be handle~ through normal diplomatic channels and might in that way

to a large extent be resolved., For cases of this kind which the party may not

wish to bring to the Security Counoi'l, there is at present no such possibility

available within the framework of the Armistice regime as applied.

I have drawn the attention of the parties to these problems, indicating my

conviction that until and unless prooedures provided .for. in the Armistice

Agreements could be put more fUlly into function .. and perhaps even when that has

happened - it would be' worth considering whether. procedural arrangements could not

be elaborated, which would meet the d.ifficulties. I have not found it appropriate

or, indeed, been ina position to make any proposals. I have only indicated tb.at

I feel that Whatever solution may be considered, it is desirable to avoid
•

organizational innovations and to work within the frame'VTork of the United Nations.

The Governments, while taking note of my observations concerning the procedural

weaknesses indioated, have not gone further into the matter.

V. Compliance with Articles VII and VIII of Egypt-Israel General Armistice
Agreement

Article VIII (1) and (2) of the Egypt-ISrael General Armistice AgreemeQt

establishes a demilitarized zone centred on El AUja and forbids the presence of

the armed forces of the parties therein. Israel has had elements of armed forces

in the demilitarized zone since the beginning of November 1955, and these presently

are of the order of three companies of infantry. The three proposa.ls put forward

by the Secretary-General in a letter dated :3 November 1955 which inter ~lia

prOVided for the withdrawal of this force were accepted .in principle by the

Government of Israel, but not implemented because. they took the stand that their
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national secu.rity would be imperilled if they did so while Egypt continued to

occupy defensive positiqns in the area between the line El QUAeima-Abu Aweigila

and'the demilitarized zone in violation of Article VIII (3), and also had

prohibited arms and an excess of troops in the defensive zone of the Western Front

established by Article VII.

Egypt pas refused to permit investigation of Israeli complaints to the

Mixed Armistice Commission of the violations alleged abpve, and it may therefore

be presumed that the violations in fact exist. In turn Egypt has complained on

several occasions of Israeli ',fiolations of Article VII, particularly as regards

the presence of armoured vehicles anr'l heavy mortars. in the defensive zone, which is

prohibited.

The establishment by Israel of a Kibbutz in the demilitarized zone in

September 1953 caused the Egyptian Government on 6 October of the same year to

bring a complaint to the attention of the Security Council charging its

establishment as a violation by Israel of Article IV (1) and Article VIII of the

General Armistice Agreement. At the request of Egypt on 3 February 1954, the

Security Council placed upOn its Agenda an item uovering this complaint but the

matter has never been discussed.

Therefore the position is that both parties are or must be presumed to be,

to a greater or lesser extent, Violating Articles VII and VIII.

I have specific assurances from both sides of their willingness to establish

full compliance with Articles'VII and VIII, within the framework of .a full return

to the state of affairs envisaged in the Armistice Agreement. A plan for the

re-establishment of compliance with the two Articles has been prepared. by the

Cl-deI' of Staff. The plan, which as such has not met with any objections from the

Govelfnments, is annexed to th,is report (Annex V).

I have found that I should give a high priority to the implementation of the

two Articles both because of their immediate significance and because of my

conviction that a return to the st.ate of affairs they envisage, ivould be a major

contribution in allaying fears of attack now to be found on both sides. I note,

however, the viy\v that such implementation has to find its place, in relation to

othe.r steps in fulfilment of the aims of the Armistice Agreement 0
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VI. ~~Arrangements

I

The basic principles and decisions governing the freedom of movement of

observers and the status of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization

under the Chief of Staff have been set forth elsewhere in this report, The

practical measures now nE:eq.ed to observe and assist compliance with the substantive

provisions of the General Armistice Agreements have been carefully considered by,
the Chief of Staff who has made a number of proposals which are descrioed below.

These proposals are not far~reaching, but in the view of the Chief of Staff, they

are adequate if fUlly implemehted, and he has no further proposals to make for the

present. After study of the problems involved during my visit to the region, I

endorse. this view of the Chief of Staff.

These proposals of the Chief' of Staff have, in considerable. measure, been

accepted by the Governments concerned. They involve, as already indicated,

application of the principle of freedom of movement for observers, and local

arrangements such as Local Commanders' Agreements, separation of forces and

marking of boundaries, all measures endorsed in principle by the Security Council

ih its resolutions under reference. These measures provide the practical means by

which, ih given situations, compliance with the basic provisions of the General

Armistice Agreement, and in particulaJ;' of the cease-fire clauses, may be protected

and stretlgthe~1ed. The present proDosals of the Chief of Staff are immediate ly

important mainly in three areas, namely along the Demarcation Line in the Gaza

area, the El Auja demilitarized zone and. the defensive areas of the western frotlt,

and Lake Tiberias.

The Gaza Demarcation Line

In order to observe and assist compliance with the cease-fire assurances

along tbe Gaza Demarcat.ion Line, arrangements proposed by the Chief of Staff for the

establishment of an equal number of fixed United Natiqns observer posts on each

side of the Line have been accepted by the Governments of Egypt and Israel. The

activities of United Nations military observers covered by these arrangements are,

of course, addH;ional to those provided for in the General Armistice Agreements.
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In accepting this arrangement the Governmept of tsrael set a time limit

of six months (until 31 October 19~6) for its operation. It is understood,

however, that the Government of Israel will consider proposals from the Chief of

Staff for the cont.inuance of this arrangement after 31 October, if, in his Vie,v,

the situation at that time calls for it. The Government of Egypt, for its part,

sets no time limit on its adherence to the arrangement.

The arrangement as negotiated in the terms set out below will be formally

adopted in the Mixed Armistice Commission to meet a request of the Government of

Israel th~t the arrangement be tied in with procedure under the General Armistice

Agreement.

The arrangement is as follows:

(a) The location and number of the observation posts on the Egyptian side

of the Demar~ation Line shall be agreed with Egypt and of those on the

Israeli side with Israel. There shall be an equal number of observation

posts established on each side. It is the inte:ntion of the Chief of Staff

to arrange for the establishment of six such posts on each side of the Line.

(b) United Nations observers shall have free access to those positions

at any time.

(c) If so desired by the party concerned, they shall be accompanied on

their way to and during their stay at the observation posts by an officer

of the party on whose side of the Demarcation Line the observation post

is situated.

(d) Before proceeding to any of the observation posts, the United .Nations

observer shall notify the Senior Israel (Senior Egy~tian) Delegate, or his

repre~entative, to arrange that' the party's forces allow passage to the

posts.

(e) The reports of United Nations observers stationed in observation posts

shall cover violations of Article 11 (2), shall be directed. to the Mixed

Armistice Commission, and shall be used in the examination of complaints in

the CO!llIl1ission.

(f) The ,parties shall designate a route with the United Nations observers

shall follow to the observation posts.
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(g) The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization may send. patrols

along the Demarcation Line between the observation posts when reQuired,

arrangements being .made beforehand with Senior Delegates to the Mixed

Armistice Oommission. The, aforesaid provisions in (c), (d), (e) and (f)

shall apply to the patrols.

As reg8.:!"ds proposals for local arrangements in the Gaza area, or outside

of it, referred 'bo'in paragraph 3 (c) of the Security Oouncil resolution of

4 April 1956, their present status and the attitude of the parties tOl'l'ards the.m

is as follows.

(a) Separation of Parties' Forces in the Field

The proposal that the parties should withdraw their armed forces, especially

patrols, observation posts and defensive positions, back from the Demarcation Line

to a distance sufficient to eliminate, or greatly reduce provocation i'l'hich mtght

induc.e undisciplined individuals to open fire leading to extensive breaches of

Article II, paragraph 2, has been accepted by Egypt without reservations. The

intentions of Israel are understood to be that they would refrain from sending

patrols up to the Demarcation Line except when it proved essential to do so in

order to protect agricultural operations of their settlers or to prevent

incursions by persons from Egyptian controlled territory. If supported by an

effective observer arrangement, the line taken by Israel may prove adequate,

although it falls short 6~ the firmer arrangements proposed by the Ohief of

Staff and endorsed by the .Security Oouncil and me. Should the line nOiV' tah:en not

meet the needs of the situation, I would fi'nd it necessary to bring the matter

up for new consideration.

(b) Erection'of a Physical Obstacle along the. Demarcation Line

Israel is prepared to consider a proposal for the erection of a physical

obstacle along the Demarcation Line by the Truce SuperVision Organization when

and if such a proposal is SUbmitted by the Chief of Staff. Egypt agrees to the

erection of obstacles along selected portions of the Demarcation Line, subject to

discussion with the Chief of ,Staff. In present Ch'cui:nstances and until the

situati(,n has remained. stable for a reasonable period, the Chief of Staff does

not propose to snbmit any specific proposals to this end.
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( c) Marking of the Demarcation Line

Both parties have agreed to the placing by the United Natiobs Truce

Supervision Organization of conspicuous markers along the Demarcation Line

surrounding the Gaza Strip. The Chief of Staff proposes to make a beginning on

this work as soon as possible.

(d) Local Commanders' Agreement

The negotiations to effect an arrangement including a Local ComIIl8.nders'

Agreement betvTeen the parties for maintaining security along the Demarcation Line

of the Gaza Strip have been at a standstill since August 1955. After a SUfficient

period of tranquillity the 9h:i.ef of Staff proposes to suggest to the parties

that these negotiations be resumed.

(e) Joint Patrols

It does not now appear opportune to establish joint patrols bOr' does it .~

seem likely that they would be accepted by either party. Moreover, the proposal

for joint patrols is in effect superseded by the agreement for the separation of

the parties' forces and the agreemebt to allow United Nations military observers

to patrol along the Demarcation Line accompanied by an officer of the party

concerned.

The El Auja Demilitarized.Zone and Defensjve Areas of the western Front

Proposa~s for the free movement of United Nations military observers for the

purpose of certifying compliance with the provisions of Article VII of the

Egyptian-Israeli General Armistice. Agreement were put before the parties. No

objections were raised to them and they should go into effect as soon as reciprocal

action is taken by both parties to establish compliance with Articles VII and VIII.

L8.1<:8 Ti'berias

In order to facilitate compliance with the General Armistice Agreement and

with the special arrangements made in regard to the eastern shore of·Lake Tiberias~

.proposals were m0deboth to Syria and to Israel for the placing of fixed

observation posts manned by United Nations. military observers on .the eastern and
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north-eastern shore of the L~ke. ,Approximately two such posts would be on Syrian

controlled territory and one in territory controlled by Israel. In addition

observers should hswe the dght t.o move to these posts and to any point where

difficulties requiring their intervention might arise in a special United Nations

boat.

Syria accepted these proposals and, in regard to the movement of a

United Nations boat on the Lake, expressed the view that as the greater portion

of the Lake lies in the defensive zOne provided for in Article V, paJ."agraph 6,

and Annex III of the General Armistice Agreement, United Nations military

observers should have complete freedom of mov~mentthereon.

Israel does not agree to the movement of a United Nations military observer

boat on Lake Tiberias nor to the establishment of a military observer post on

Israel territory, considering these measures uncalled for and as derogating from

the rights which she claims over the Whole extent of the Lake and the terr;i:tory

to 'ohe north thereof and as far east as the old PaleEtine-Syrian boundary.

Israel Ivould,nevertheless, be prepared, after the lapse of a month,to consider

a proposal by the Chief of Staff for the establishment of a United Nations

military observer post shOUld he then consider it desirable.

I have.: declared 'that I find it necessary to maintain the proposal both for

a police boat and for a post on Israeli territory. Short of these ~rrangements,

I can scarcely find that the patrolling arrangements, mentioned below under (d),

provide adequat~ safeguards.

It will be recalled that in its resolution of 19 January 1956, the

Security Council endorsed five proposals in regard to Lake Tiberias which had

been made by the Chief of Staff. The present status of these proposals is as

follows.

(a) The request to refrain from. firing in contravention of Artj_cle III,

paragraph 2, of the Israel-Syrian General.Armistice Agreement is covered

by the cease-fire assurances referred to earlier in this r('port.

(b) The Syrian authoritie.s have agreed to prevent the inha.bitants of

Syria from fishing in the Lake :gending a solution of the problem of fishing

permits. The Israelis h1:;Lve agreed to grant fishing permits tp inl1abitants

of villages in Syria and the Demilitarized Zone near the .Lalce. 1 As the
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Israelis hold tha.t they alone can issue );lermits to fish in the Lake,

a);l);llication must be made through.the Syl'ian representative on the IvIixed

Armistice Commission to the Israeli. re);lresentative. The Syrian Government,

on the other hand, considers that );lermits should be issued by the Chairman

of the Mixed Armistice Commission.

(c) The Israeli authorities have agreed not to interfere with the inhabitants

of Syria Ivho Ivater 'bheir cattle in or draw water from Lake Tiberias,

provided that water is drawn for domestic );lur);loses only. The Syrian
. .

authorit;i.es have agreed not to interf.el'e v1ith Israeli fiphing in Lal~e

Tiberias.

(d) Israel has agreed to adopt a );lolicy to kee);l their );lolice boats back

from the eastern shore of ;the Lake, exce);lt when it is necessary to a);l);lroach

it "for security );lur);losesll • I understanCl this -latter );lhrase to refer only

to measures for the );lreservation of order and the. );lrotection of Israeli

fishermen. As to my evaluation of the .stated Israeli patrolling );lolicy on

Lake Tiberias, I refer to my .observations on the corres);londing );lroblem in

the Gaza area.

II
\7

In other areas, the Chief of Staff does not at present );lro);lose to suggest to

the parties that they );lutinto effect any special ar~angements of the type referred

to in connexion with Gaza and Lake Tiberias, with the one exce);ltion that a Local

Commanders' Agreecient should be negotiated between the Hashemite Kingdom of the

Jordan and Israel. Negotiations to establish such Local Commanders' Agreements

covering the whole of the Demarcation Line between Jordan and Israel reached an

advanced stage in the autumn of 1955. No agreement was reached, however, because

of differences in vielv on a clause specifying that when desired by either party

a United Nations military observer should be );lresent at meetings between local

commanders and area commanders of the tl'i'O parties. Both the parties concerned

have now signified, however, that they are pre);lared to agree to a clause worded

in the above sense. The 'Chief of Staff consequently proposes to invite the parties

to resume negotiations in the near future.
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III

Apart from the special arrangements for the establishment of fixed observation

posts and for. the free movement of United Nations military observers referred to

above in relation to the El Auja, Gaza and Lake Tiberias areas, it was proposed

to all five Governments concerned that in implementation of the recognition of the

status and functions of the Chief of Staff and military observers, a specific

assurance should. be given that the principle of freedom of movement within the

relevant areas should be freely recognized. Such assurances were given by Egypt,

Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. The position of the Government of Israel is that they

will continue to afford to United Nations observers the same degree of freedom of

movement inside Israel which all residents or visitors to Israel normally enjoy,

and also such freedom of movement as may be reqUired in respect to. specific

posts and patrols around the Gaza area referred to above.

VII. Special Question~

In letters to the Secretary-General of 13 and 14 April 1956, circUla'ced as

Security Council Document S/3587 of 16 April 1956, the Government of Israel raised

the question of the Egyptian interference with Israeli shipping through the Suez

Canal as treated by the Security Council in a resolution of 1 September 1951

(S/2322). In the discussion th8 viewpoint expressed in the letters has been

elaborated and attention drawn also to interference in the Straits of Tiran.

My attitude has been that the S~ez question as adjUdicated by the

Securit;y Council, is not a question of compliance with the Armistice Agreement in

the sense of my mandate. For that reason I have not, within the framework of my

mandate, discussed the issue with the Egyptian Government. For the same reason

I have found that I should not in this report evaluate the legal reasons presented

by Israel in support of the view that the bloclmde repre,sents a case of standing,
non-compliance with Article I of the Armistice Agreement.

My mandate, as evidenced also by the choice of previous Security Council

resolutions to which reference is made in the resolution of 4 April 1956, is

directly concerned with the state of tension along the Armistice Demarcation Lir.es

and the state of compliance or non-compliance with the Armistice Agreement as a
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cause of such tension. In an approach looking beyond the immediate problems

,vhich, as I understand the resolution of 4 April 1956, the Security Council had in

mind, it is obvious that the question raised by the Government of Israel should

come under consideration intl:1.e light of the Council's finding in its resolution

of 1 September 195J. that the bloclmde is incompatible with the Armistice regime,

as this regime put an end to a state in ,vhich Egypt could avail itself of

belligerent rights.

In the letters with which the Governments of Jordan and Lebanon transmitted

their cease-fire assurances, they called attention to the Jordan River diversion

scheme of Israel, at an earlier stage repeatedly discussed by the Security Council.

A judgement on legal grounds about the question raised by the Governn~nts

of Jordan and Lebanon has to tal~e into consideration the status of the Demilitarized

Zone as established by Article V in the Armistice Agreement between Syria and

Israel, the effect of the diversion scheme in the light of the rules relevant

to the Demilitarized Zone as interpreted by the .Chief of Staff, and, finallY, the

situation created by the Security Council resolution of 27 October 1953.

Under these circumstances I have found that my formal stand under the terms

of my ma.ndate must be to request the parties to abide by decisions concerning the

matter ta~\:en by the SecUrity Council or under the Armistice Agreement, and as

indicated in a previous section, to underline that in cases.where different views

are held as to the interpretation of a resolution of the Security Council, the

Security Council alone can interpret its resolution. A departure on my side from

the stand thus taken would have meant that I interfered with the jurisdiction of

the Council or of the Chief of Staff. Such interference would have been

objectionable, not only as leading to confusion, but also as going beyond the terms

of my mandate.

The question how a resumption of work by Israel on the diversion scheme

would influence the situation along the Demarcation Line, is obviously separate

from the legal questions to which r have referred. It appears from the letters

from the Governments of Jordan and Lebanon that the two Governments consider that

a resumption of the work might .!.JUt the situation along the Demarcation Line under

an undue strain. This view has been expressed to me also by the other Governments
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of the Ar~b countries. I have given this aspect of the question my most serious

attention. I find that the strain feared in case of a resumption of the 'Ivor1l:

should not be permitted to endanger the cease-fire, but as stated during my

negotiations, I feel, with equal strength, that, legal considerations apart, it

is the duty of all parties to the present effort to reduce tensions to avoid

any action that may create an added strain.

Article VIII of the Armistice Agreement bet'lveen Jordan and Israel estabJ isl1es

a procedure for the implementation of certain arrangements concerning 'vhich the

same Article states that an agreement in principle 'I"as reached at the Armistice.

It has so far not. proved possible, through the machinery established, to reach

agreements on methods for implementation. The Israeli Government considers this

to be a case of standing non-compliance from the side of Jordan. The matters

involved have been discussed in substance with both Governments. However, I do

not feel that I should in this report go into the questions to 'Ivhich the Article

gives rise, as the juugement as to the state of compliance is primarily dependent

on the jurisdiction of the Chief of Staff or on negotiations to be conducted by

him. A memorandum submitted to .me by the Chief of Staff on thissub.ject is

annexed to the report (Annex VI).

For the same reasons I have not felt that I should in this report discuss

issues covered by Article V of the Armistice .Agreement bet'lveen Syria and Israel.

The matter has been discussed and the Syrian Government has claimed non-compliance

by Israel with the provisions of the Article. A memorandum submitted to me by

the Chief of Staff is also in t.his case annexed to the report (Annex VII) .
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I said in my repm,-t that I had sta.:'ed strictly within the scope of my

mandate. This means that I have left aside those fundamental issues which so

del~ply influence ,the present situation, and that I have devoted all my attention

to the limited task of re-establishing first of all a cease-fire, and~ based on

the cease-fire, a state of full compliance '\'7ith the Al-mistice Agreements.

n nlay be said. that this does not meet the needs of the situation. 7,n my
I

ovrn view, confirmed by the frank and full discussions I have had with the leaders

in the Middle East, I feel that the re-establishment of full compliaJ.:ce with the

Armistice Agreements represents a stage vrhich has to be passed in order to reake

progress possible on the main issues 'which I have considered to be outside my

mandate.

It is still too early to say what has been achieved in SUbstance, but the

efforts made, in my View, were necessary as an initial step. Their value and

effect 'Irill depend first of all on the goodwill and the actions taken by the

Governments directly concerned, in the second place on the support given to

those GovermY.ents by othe1"8 and by the 'Ivorld community, as represented by the

United Nations.

\'lhat has been done may open the door to ne'l'1 fruitful-developments. The

initiative is nmv in the hands of the Governments party. to the Armistice

Agreements, It is my feeling that there i.s a general will to peace, and that

this 'I'rill should be fostered and encouraged, not by attempts to impose from

outside solutions to problems of Vital significance to everyone in the region,

but by a co-operation which facilita,tes for the Governments concerned the

taldng unilaterally of steps to increase confidence and to demonstrate their

vish for peaceful conditions.

I believe that the present situation offers unique possibilities. If we

have preViously experienced chain reactions leading to a continuous deterioration

of the situation, ue may now have the possibility of starting a chain of reactions

in the opposite djrection,

The final settlement is probably still far off, but even partial solutions to

the harassing problems of the region would be a contribution to the welfare of

the peoples concerned and to the peace of the world.
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ANNEX I

1. Lette:r dated 29 April 1956 from the Prime Minister of the Hashemite Kingdom
of the Jordan to the Se2.retarY-GelJer~l

"Our agreement is hereby confirmed. 11 I i',ish to invite your utmost
care and attention to the grave conse<luences, if the Jordan River diverdion
works are resumed by Israel. On the strength of your statement to me that the
Security Council resolution affecting this problem can only be interpreted by
the Security Council alone, it becomes evident that any unilateral action by
Israel would mean not only violation of the said resolution but also defiance of
the principle indicated by you."

2. Letter dated 2 May 1956 from the Secretary-General to the Prime Minister
of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan

"At Jerusalem, 2 May 1956

IIDear Mr. Rifai,

11 I thank you for your letter of. 29 April 1956. I note that by that letter
you confirm our agreement.

"Your confirmation establishes reciprocity with the assurance given to me
.by the Government of' Israel, ·that they would observe uncondition!3.1ly their
obligations under Article 11, 2, of the Jordan-Israel Armistice Agreement,
reserving only the right to self-defence. I lihus note that your confirmation
means that I have from you an unconditional assurance to the same effect, with
a reserve only as to your right to self-defence under A:rticle 51 of the Charter.

"You will remember that I stated in explanation of the reserve for self
defence, that I understand that this reservation does in no I'lay detra,ct from the

The agreement was based on a document from which the following excerpt gives
the text of the SecretarY-General's formal. proposal:

"In his preVious contacts vrith Governments concerned, the Secretary-General
has asked them for their assurance that they will observe the obligations
under the said clause (ArtiCle HI, paragraph 2, of the Israel··Jordan
General Armistice Agreement) unconditionally, provided the other Party
complies with that same clause, reserving only their right to self-defence
under Article 51 of the Charter. Such assurances, reaffirming the
independent status of the claUSe within the Agreements which safeguards
the cease-fire,have been given by the Governments of Egypt and Israel.
The Secretary-General should in his report register the reaction also of
the other three Governments, and hopes to be able to note that they too
bave given unconditional assurances to observe the .clause.
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unconditional undertaking to observe Article HI, 2} of the General Armistice
Agreement, and that, therefore, the word "self -defence 'I has to "be interpreted in
conformity with the stipulations of the said paragraph and the Oharter of the
Uni ted Nations.

"As our agreement concerning the unconditional assurance was based on a
text which I handed you, but as, on the other hand, no minutes were taken of
oUr meetings, I have found it appropriate in this ",ay, in my reply, to put on
record the substance of our agreem~nt in this respect.

"I avail mys~lf of this opportunity to thank you for our useful talks in
Amman.

"Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Dag Hammarskjold
Secretary-General"
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ANNEX: II

1. Letter dated 1 May 1956 from the Foreign Minister of Lebanon to the
Secretary-General

LOriginal text: Frenc~7

"Beirut, 1 Mid.y 1956

"Sir ,

"I have the nonour to communicate to you the following declaration:

'The Government of Lebanon, while reserving the right of self-defence
recognized by thf::l Charter of the United Nations, reaffirms its unconditional
acceptance of the provisions of article Ill, 2, of the Lebanon-Israel
General Armistice Agreement' .

"I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) Salim Lahoud
Minister of Foreign Affairs

2.!/ Covering .letter dated 1 May 1956 from the Foreign'Minister of Lebanon
to the Sec.retarY-General

"Beirut, 1 May 1956

·LOriginal text: Frenc~7

"Dear Mr. Harnmarskjold,

"I e.m pleased to send you herewith:

- An official declaration by the Government of Lebanon regarding the
appJication of article III, 2, of the Lebanon-Israel General Armistice
Agreement.

As the statements in this letter and' the one which follows about stands
taken by the Secretary-General are irrelevant to the main subject, the
two letters are reproduced here Without the comments that the Secretary
General under other circumstances would have considered, necessary.
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A letter repeating the Lebanese Government's point of view, expressed
during our conversation of 27 April 1956, concerning the need to obtain
assurar.ces with regard to the diversion of the Waters of the Jordan.

"The Governmen.t of Syria has informed me of the contents of your letter of
28 April 1956 and of its reply dated 30 April 1956.

"I was glad to note that you expected to receive, within one or two days,
frcm the Israeli side, assurances concerning respect for the Security Cct;.ncil's
resolutions relating to the putting into force and the implementation of the
Syrian-Israeli General Armistice Agreement, .

"It is. my firm hope tbat, when you Visit Damascus on Wednesday, 2 May, you
will be able to satisfy the Syrian request, which we fully support.

"Accept,dear Mr. Hamrnarskjold, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Salim Lahcud
Minister of Foreign Affairs."

3}./ Letter dated 1 May 1956 from the Foreign Minister of Lebanon to the
Secretary-General

LOriginal text: Frenc£7

"Beirut ,1 May 1956

"I have the h~nour to communicate to you the declaration of the Government
of Le"tanon with regard to the application of article HI, 2, of. the leban.ese
Israeli General Armistice Agreement.

"Further to our conversation of 27 April 1956, I should like to draw your
attention once more to the prime importance, from the point of view of the
maintenance of peace, of the question of the diversion of the Waters of the
Jordan. You were good enough to inform me in this connexion that, during the
conversations. you are to have with the Israeli authorities, you will endeavour to
obtain from them the assurance that they will not undertake any work in the
Cl.8militarized zone vTith a view to diverting the Waters of the Jordan.

!/ See footnote !/ on. page 1.
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"I cannot too strongly urge that any such initiative taken by Israel might
have extremely serious consequences, and would constitute a manifest breach both
of the General Armistice Agreement with Syria and of the resolution adopted by .

. the Security Council in this matter.

"I trust that your efforts will be crovrned With success~ Your mission of
peace will then have been accomplished in the most satisfactory manner.

"Accept, Mr. Secretary-General, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Salim Lahoud
Minister of ForE:. ign Aff£.irs."

4. Letter dated 2 May 1956 from the Secretary-General to the Foreign Minister
of Lebanon

LOriginal text: Frenc~7

"2 May 1956

"Dear Mr. lahoud,

"I have the nonour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 1 May, and also
of the d(~claration in which you reaffirm your unconditional acceptance of. the
provisions of article lII, 2, of the Lebanon-Israel General Armistice Agreement.

"I appreciate your d.eclaration, of which I take note. I note that the
Government of Lebanon reserves the right of self-defence recognized in the
Charter of the United Nations. This reservation in no way detracts from the
unconditional undertaking to observe the provisions of article III, 2, of the
General Armistice Agreement. The word "self-defence" should therefore be
interpreted in conformity with.the stipulations of the aforesaid paragraph and of
the Charter of the United Nations.

"I have also noted the observations made by you in the covering letter
accompanying your declaration. When making public tbe exchanges of messages, I
propose to quote the first and third paragraphs of that letter.

"Accept, dear Mr. Lahoud, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Dag Hammarskjold
SecretarY"Gen~ral"
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ANNEX IH

1. Declaration of the Government of Syrj,a communicated to the 8ecretary-ueneral
under cover of a letter dated 2 May 1956 from the President of the Council
and Foreign Minister of SyriB

LOriginal text: French!

"The Government of Syria, while reserving the right of self-defence
recognized by the Charter of the United Nations, reaffirms its unconditional
acceptance of the provisions of article HI, 2, of the SJ'rian-Israeli General
Armisti.ce Agreement.

2. Letter dated 2 May 1956 from the President of the Council and Foreign
Minister of. Syria to the Secretary-General

LOriginal text: Frenc~!

"Damascus, 2 May 1956

"Dear Mr. Hammarskjold,

, "I have the honour to communicate to you herewith the declaration concerning
article IH, 2, of the Syrian-Israeli General Armistice Agreement.

"Please note that the aforesaid declaration is made Within the framework
of the Charter of the United Nations. In this connexiou, I should be glad if
you would take note of the following declaration:

'Considering that, under the terms of Article 25 of the Charter of the
Vnited Nations, "the Members of the United Nations agree to accept and
carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with .the
present OharterH ,

i~lhe Government of Syria reaffirms its resolve to respect the
provisions of the resolutions adopted by the Security Counctl in connexion
with .the putting into force and implementation .of the Syrian-Israeli General
Armistice Agreement,including the resolution of 27 October 1953.' I
consider that the Syrian Government's a'tti tude should be shored by the
other Party to the Armistice Agreement.

"Accept this expression of my high consideration.

(Signed) Said El-Ghazzi
Pre.sident of the Council and

Foreign Minister"
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Vnited Nations, "the Members of the United Nations agree to accept and
carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with .the
present OharterH ,

i~lhe Government of Syria reaffirms its resolve to respect the
provisions of the resolutions adopted by the Security Counctl in connexion
with .the putting into force and implementation .of the Syrian-Israeli General
Armistice Agreement,including the resolution of 27 October 1953.' I
consider that the Syrian Government's a'tti tude should be shored by the
other Party to the Armistice Agreement.

"Accept this expression of my high consideration.

(Signed) Said El-Ghazzi
Pre.sident of the Council and

Foreign Minister"
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Letter dated 2 May 1956 from the Secretary-General to the President of the
Council and Foreign Minister of Syria

LOriginal text; Frenc~7

"Damascus, 2 May 1956

"Dear Mr. President,

"I have the honouJ:' to acknowledge receipt of your note of today's date
cOlJllnunicating to me a declaration under which 'the Government of Syria, while
reGerving the right of self-defence recognized in the Charter of the United Nations
reaffirms its unconditional accp.ptance of the provisions of article III, 2,
of the Syrian-Israeli General Armistice Agreement'.

"I app:reciate this declaration, of which I take note. I note, that the
Government of Syria reserves the right of self-defence recognized in the
United N~bions Charter. That reservation in no way detracts from,the
unconditional undertaking to comply with the provisions of article III, 2, of
the General Armistice Agreement. The term "self-defence" should therefore be
interpreted in conformity with the stipulations'of the said paragraph and with
the Charter of the United Nations.

"I note your statement regarding the general framework within which the
undertaking to comply with the cease-fire instituted by article HI, 2, of the
General Armistice Agreement is given. I can confirm that Article 25 of the
United Nations Charter enters into the framework of the SecretarY-General's
conversa'bions during his current mission.

"Please accept the assurances of my high consideration.

(Signed) Dag Hammarskjold,
Secretary-General ll
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ANNEX IV
... ',, .

1)::/ Letter dated,3 May 1956 frolll the Prime Minist'?r of Israel to the
~ecretarY-General

"May 3, 1956

"Dear Mr. Hammarskjold,

"Informed by you that you have now received from the Governments of Jordan,
Lebanon and Syria their unconditional acceptance of Article Ill, paragraph 2 of
the General Armistice Agreements, vrith a reserve for the right of SE f-defence,
and that, thus, you have received unconditional cease-fire assurances, the
Government of Israel reiterates its agreement to comply fully and unconditionally
with the provisions of Article III, paragraph 2 of the General Armistice
Agreements w'ith Jordan, Lebanon and. Syria. This assurfmce is' given on the basis
of. reciprocity and with reserve for the right of self-defence.

"Yours sincerely,

(signed) David Ben-Gurion"

2. Letter dated 3 May 1956 from the Secretary-General to the .Prime Minister
of Israel

"Dear Mr. Ben-Gurion,

"I have received your letter of 3 May 1956 regarding the unconditional
acceptance of Article Ill, paragraph 2, of the GAA's with Jordan, Lebanon and
Syria.

".:My interpretation of the term 'self-defence i is given in my reply of
10 AP:ril 1956 to the Israel assurance to comply with Article 11, paragraph 2 of
the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement. When used in a declaration to the United
Nations by a Member Government, the expression '.self-defence' must be interpreted
by the Secretary-General as meaning 'self-defence i as stipUlated in the Charter of
the United Nations.

tfYours sincerely,

(Signed.) Dag Hammarskjold"

The assurance given in this letter restates an assurance preViously given by
the Gover" ':ent of Israel on 26 April 1956 in anticipation of the replies of
the otheJ' three Governmel1ts referre.d to in the letter.
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ANNEX V

Implementation of Articles VII and VIII of .the Egypt-Israel
General Armi8tice Agreement

(Memorandum submitted to the SecretarY-General by the Chief
of Staff and presented to the Governments concerned)

The implementation of Article VII, paragraphs 3 and 4 should be carried out

simultaneously by both parties withi.n an agreed time limit to be fixed in

consultation with the Chief of StaffJ Upon completion of the operation, .the areas

referred :to in Article VII, paragraphs 3 and 4 will be visited by United Nations

observers. Subsequently, the areas in question will .be vis.ited periodically by

United Nations observers as required by the Chief of Sta;ff to ensure that the

stipulations of Article VII continue to be complied with.

The implementation of Articl~ VIII shoUld be carri~d 0utupon completion of

the implementatio~ of Article VII.

(a) The Israel~ \rmed Forces presently in the Demilitarized Zone will be

evacuated, the eXisting fortifications will be dismantled and the minefields

will be removed within a time limit fixed by the Chief of Staff in

consultation with the authorities concerned. Pending a decision by the

Security Council, the Kibbutz Ktsiot within the Demilitarized Zone will be

maintained, together with a number of civilian, police which in view of the

needs of the Kibbutz, 'may be considered normal.

(b) The Egyptian Armed Forces will dismnntle any defensive positions

established in the area referred to in Article VIII, paragraph 3. The

Egyptian checkposts 8S defined by the Chairman of the Mixed. Armistice

OornIn:i.ssion on 22 June 1955, in his statement appended to the MAC resolution

of that date, will not be ponsidered as defensive positions within the

meaning of Article VIII, 3.

(c) Upon the completion of the operations in (a) and (b) above, United NationO

observers will verify compliance by a visit to :the areas referred to in

Article VIII, and by subsequent periodic visits.
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ANNEX VI

Complaints of Israel of non-compliance by Jordan .with Article VIII of
the Gene:ral Armistice Agreement

(Memorandum submit~ed to the SecretarY-General by the Chief of Staff)

Israel complains of the non-compliance of Jordan under Article VIII of the

Jordan-Israel GAA, which provides for the creation of a special committee to

formulate agreed plans, and arrangements designed to effect improvements in the

application of theGAA.

The matters specifically referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article include

free movement of traffic on vital roads, including the Bethlehem and latrun

Jerusalem roads,; resumption of the normal functioning of the cultural and

humanitarian institutions on Mount Scopus and free access thereto; free access to

the Holy Places and cultural institutions and use of the cemetery on the Mount of

Olives,; resumption of the Latrun pumping station,; provis~on of electricity for

the Old City and resumption of the railroad to Jerusalem.

The Special Committee met on 20 April 1949 and during that year .several

matters were referred to it. It settled the question of, the resumption of

operation of the railroad to Jerusalem desired by Israel. The Special Committee

was not able to resolve any, of the other items specifically referred to it in

paragraph 2 of Article VIII. Two of the items, resumption of operation of the

Latrun pumping station and :provision of electricity for the Old City, have, with

the passage of time, lost the sign~ficance they had at the time of the conclusion

of the General Armistice Agreement. The construction by Jordan of two by,.roads

to replace the direct road between Jdrusalem and Bethlehem and by Israel of a

by-road which connects the two sections of the direct Jerusalem - Tel Aviv road

divided by the Latrun salient have, reduced the importance of the problem of free

movement of traffic on these roads. The Special Committee has not m~t since 1950

despite the Security Council resolution of 17 November 1950 (S/1907).

The Government of Isra~l has drawn attention to the stipUlation in

paragraph 2 of Article VIII. It provides that the Special Committee shall direct

its attention to the formulation of agreed plans and arrangements for such matters

\,
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as either party rr.ay submit to it, 'I'I'hich, in any case, shall include ,~he specific

matters in question !lon which E\greementin principle already eXists". For Israel

Article VIII is one of the crucial provisions of the General Armistice Agreement

and its proper implementation is urgently called for to formulate agreed plans

and arrangements for resutnption of' the normal functioning of the cultural and

humanitarian institutions on Mount Scopus and free access thereto, free aCcess to

the Holy Places and cultural institutions, the use of the cemete;ry on the Mount of

Olives and free movemen~ of traffic on the Latrun-Jerusalem road.

The position of Jordan is that i'b is impossible in present circumstances to

find practical m~ans of solving these remaining problems because of serious

security reasons. The Government of Jordan, therefore, generally favours

maintaining the. status ~ regarding the outstanding specific )llatters until changes

in the general situat.ion remove the security problems involved.

If Israel has. any practical proposals for the solution of the problem, the

Chief of Staff is prepared to bring them to the attention of Jordan.
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ANNEX VII

Complaints of Syria of non-compliance by Israel with Article V
of the General Armtstice Agreement

(Memorand.um submitted to the secretary-General by the Chief of Staff)

ThE.! complaints of the Government of Syria relative to non-complinr.ceby

Israel with Article V of the GAA, which relates to the Demilitarized Zone between

the two countrip.s, are set forth at length in'the report of the Chief of Staff

UNTSO to the Secretary-General dated 11 January 1955 (S/3343) and the Aide-Memoire

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs attached thereto as Annex 4. The position has

not changed in any essential since then.

The complaints may be briefly summarized as follows:

(1) Syria alleges that, -Israel violates Article V (5b) by having a

paramilitary force, viz. the Border Police~ in tne Demilitarized Zone.

Only "locally r'edruited civil:i,an police" are allowed, vide V (5e). This

complaint is substantiated by the facts.

(2) Syria also complains that Israeli military and paramilitary forces

continue to carry on activities, within the Demilitarizect Zone in

contravention of Article V (5a). It is not considered that this complaint

is borne out by the facts as establish~d by United Natiol:1s military

observers, except as regards (1) above.

(3) Syria further complains that the "restitution of normal civilian life"

in certain yillages in the Demilitarized Zone inhabited by Arabs has not

taken place. This is true, and the circU+Dstanc..es are described in the

Chief of Staff's report referred to above. Since it was written, however,

some improvement has been effected in the conditions of the inhabitants of

the Baqqara and Glanname villages" due to a more liberal policy being

followed by the Israel authorities.

The Israel-Syria MAC has ceased holding either emergency or ordinary meetings

for a considerable peripd (See Chief of Staff's report to the security Counn';"

dated 15 December 1955). Israel, which refused emergency meetings while certain

parami+itary prisoners were held by the Syrians, has. indicated Willingness to

resume such meetings, now that the prisoners have been released.
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The Syrians have lodged, complaints regarding the violation of Article V which

they Ivant th~) IvTAC to disr-uss. Israel maintains .that violations of Article V are a

matter between the Israeli Delegation and the Chairman, and that the Syrians .have

no right to intervene. Consequent disagreement regarding the agenda has prevented

ordinary meetings being held since 1951. It is apparently impossible to resume

regular meetings unless Israel agrees to submit to the MAC the interpretation of

Article V for a decision as to its r.ompetence in matters conc,erning the

Demilitarized Zone, a procedure, which according to the legal advice, I have

received!. is in accordance with the terms, of the Armistice Agreement. Israel,

how'ever, is not prepared to agree to this.
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ANNEX VIII

Compliance with the security Council's Resolutions of
30 March, 8 September 1955, and 14 January 19~

The proposals of the Chief of Staff referred to in the resolution of

30 March 1955 were as follows:

(a) Joint pa"crols along sensitive sections of the Demarcation Line;

(b) Negotiation of a Local Commanders' Agreement;

(c) A barbed wire obstacle ~long certain portions of the Derrarcdtion Line;

(d) M!:lDning of all outposts and patrols by regular Egyptian and Israeli

troops.

On 28 June meeti;ngs on these proposals were initiated under the chairmanship

of the Chief of Staff. Egypt agreed in principle i'l'ith a detailed plan for joint

patro;Ls along sens.itive sections of the Demarcation Line presented by the Chief of

Staff.

No progress 'fas made, however, because of a wide difference of vieVTs between

the parties as to the scope and nature of the proposed joint patrols.

In discussions on a Local Commanders' Agreement the. follOWing points ,.,ere

accept~d by both parties:

1. Only well trained and disciplined military personnel would be

e:rnployed on military duties;

2" Strict measures would be taken to prevent civilians from crossing

t~e Demarcation Line;

3. The parties would eXchange all relevant information concerning

civHians who illegally crossed the Demarcation Line and ivould investigate

s~spected crossings;

4. The Parties would use their bes~ endeavours to recover livestock and

property stolen from the other party.

No agreement, however, was reached on the type and status of the responsible

officers on each side, the presence of United Nations observers at local

commanders r meetings, the establishment of telephonic communi.cations between the

responsible officers on both sides, and the form of signature to be used in

I
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concluding the asreement. In consequence of the position taken. by the parties,

on these points it proved iIDpossible to ccnclude a Local Con:manders' Agreement.

With regard to the proposal to ere~t a barbed wire obstacle along certain, -
portions of the Demarcation Line Israel took the position that two phys;i.cal

1Jarriers with a space between them should be erected all along the Line., Egypt

indicated that it had no objections to the erection by Israel of a cont;i.nuous

obstacle wHhin Israeli controlled territory along the De.l.3.:rcation Line. Egypt,

however, was opposed to the erection of an obstacle along the Demarcation Line

itself, but wap prepared to erect barbed w:i.re. fences, along certain portions ins ide

the Gaza Strip. As a result of lack of progress on other points" the proposal to

erect a physical obstacle. never came up for formal consideration.

Agreement had been roached in principle that only well trained and disciplined

regular military or police personnel would be employed on security duties in a zone

one kilometre wide on either side of the Demarcation Line, when discussions broke

down with the beginning of the peries of incidents which cuiminated in the incident

of Khan Yunis on 31 August 1955.

The proposals of the Chief of Staf~ which the Securi'ty Council endorsed in its

resolution of 8 September 1955 were:

(a) The separation of the armed forces of Egypt and Israel by an effective

barrier along the Demarcation Line;

(b) Defensive positions and motorized patrolp of both parties to be kept

at least 500 metres from the Demarcation Line.

On the separation of forces Egypt reptated its willingness to keep its forces

500 metres back from the Demarcation Line. Israel was prepared to consider such an

arrangement only, after the establishment of a physical barrier along the whole

Demarcation Line.

Freedom of movement of United Nations observers continued to be impeded,

principally ,in the El Auja demilitarized zone and vicinlty, from time to time by

both parties. Reasons given for such interference in~luded military activities,

the presence of mines and the safety of the observers.

On 21 .September 1955 the El Auja demilitarized zone was occupied by Israeli

forces.

~-~~-~--~~~--------
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The suggestions of the Chief of Staff for improving the situation in the area
of Lake Tiberias which the Security Council resolution of 19 January 1956 requested
him to pursue, were communicated by the Chief of Staff to the tw-o Governments on
21 January 1956. They consisted of' the following points:

(3) Both parties will give strict orders to their armed forces not to
advance beyond or fire across the A~mistice Dem~rcation Line;
(b) Pending an arrangement which might be arrived at with the assistance
of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission, the Syrian authorities
~.,ill prevent the inhabitants of syria from fishing in Lake Tiberias;
( c) The Israelis will not interfere with the inhabitants of Syria who
water their cattle in or draw water from Lake Tiberias;
(d) The Syrian authorities will not interfere with Israelis fishing in
Lake Tiberias;
(e) The Israeli police boats will not coml? clOser than 250 metres from the
shore of the Lake;
(f) Acceptance of the above suggestions will in no way prejudice the
rights, cl~ims and positions of either party in an ultimate peaceful
,settlement.

Syria assured 'the Chief of Staff of its co-operation in putting the above
suggestions into effect and of its desire to have the Security Council resolution
implemented in its entirre'~y, particularly as it concerned Article V of the General
Armistice Agreement relating to the Demilitarized Zone, and as it sought an
improvement~f the situ~tion not only in the area of Lake Tiberias but along the
entire Demarcation Line.

The Government of Israel indicated that in its view the immediate exchange
of prisoners should have priority over the implementation of the Chief of Staff's
suggestions, although they were willing to discuss these before any exchange took
place. They conside!'ed further that negotiations between the Chief of Staff and
the parties should be restricted to a consideration of the. Chief of Staff's
suggestions and to the exchange of military prisoners.

With regard to the, suggestions of the Chief of' Staff, both parties accepted
points (a), (b) and (d). Vlith regard to point (c), Israel considered that it would
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be acceptable if IldrFtwing water ll meant drawing water for domestic purposes only,

excluding irrigation. Syria agreed that "drawing, water ll meant drawing water for

domestic purposes and did not refer to irrigation.

Israel considered point (e) as unacceptable if there were any implication

that the 250 metres were related to Syria as territorial waters or in some other

way. Syria denied that any implication that 250 metres from the shore of the

Lake would .be considered as "terl"itorial i"aters" was involved.

Israel also indicated that it regarded the implementation of points (c) and

(e) as necessitating revision of .the Armistice Agreement ann that such revision

would hav~ to be effected under the procedures laid dOWl1 in Article VIII of the

Agreement. At that tim~, Israel would probably wish to put forward some other

subjects for discussion. Syria considered ~hat points (0) and (e) be discussed at

a meeting of the Mixed Armistice Commission.

The paragraph of the Security Oouncil resolution relating to bhe exohange

of prisoners was implemented on 29 March 1956.
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